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Abstract 
We solve the ‘So gap equation for neutron matter using an effective interaction based on the Argonne VM potential that 
includes effects of the polarization (RPA) graphs. We find a substantial reduction of the gap, and a slight extension of the 
domain of superfluidity to larger densities. We demonstrate he inadequacy of using the weak coupling approximation. 
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The superfluid properties of neutron matter are an 
important issue for the understanding of neutron star 
physics [ 11. This problem is usually studied in the 
BCS theory [2] or using the Green functions tech- 
niques [ 3-51. Both yield the same gap equation for 
the modified quasi-particle spectrum, but the latter has 
the advantage of providing a more or less systematic 
way of building the pairing interaction in a series of 
the bare interaction. The first term is the bare potential 
itself [4,6]. At this level, some agreement exists be- 
tween the various results in the literature, provided the 
gap equation is solved exactly and a realistic nucleon- 
nucleon interaction is used [ 7-91. 
The necessity of going beyond this approximation 
is rather clear, as the next approximations involve the 
polarisability (with respect to density and spin-density 
fluctuations), which is expected, as for nuclear matter, 
to play an important role. Yet there was initially no 
clear guideline to select the most important higher or- 
der graphs, until the Babu-Brown theory [ lo] for the 
effective interaction appeared. These authors showed 
that the exchange of the WA particle-hole series be- 
tween two particles is not a good description of the 
effective interaction, as it produces a too strong polar- 
izability, if not an instability, of nuclear matter. They 
proposed to include into the particle-hole channel, the 
so-called induced interaction, which guarantees anti- 
symmetry and Landau sum rules, and which makes 
the nuclear matter Landau parameter Fe less negative. 
As for the ‘SO pairing in neutron matter, the first cal- 
culations along these lines were rather confusing, as 
they predicted an enhancement [ 11,12 ] or a reduction 
[ 131 of the pairing interaction. These works are how- 
ever based on simple estimates of the Landau param- 
eters. A more detailed approach, performed by Chen 
et al. [ 71, including only the second order graphs, but 
in a correlated basis formalism (and without resort- 
ing on the Landau parameters) concluded to a strong 
reduction of the ‘SO gap. Later, Ainsworth et al. [ 141 
performed an almost complete study of the effective 
interaction, not restricting to the Fermi surface. They 
however finally used the so-called weak-coupling for- 
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Fig. I. A graphical representation f our approximation scheme: (a): The gap equation in the Green function formalism. The irreducible 
interaction kernel f is further specified in (b): The lowest order graph (dashed line) is the bare potential in the ‘So channel, whereas 
the particle-hole interaction in the polarization diagrams (wiggly line) is given by the Babu-Brown like equation shown in (c): Here the 
double-dashed line represents phase-space averaged, antisymmetrized G-matrix elements. 
mula to estimate the gap. They concluded on a sizable 
reduction also. 
The purpose of this article is to provide a new calcu- 
lation mostly along the lines of Ref. [ 141, i.e., we will 
construct an effective, exchanged-momentum depen- 
dent interaction that includes in an approximate way 
the effect of the polarization diagrams shown in Fig. 1. 
However, this interaction will be used without further 
approximation in the kernel of the full gap equation. 
We will demonstrate the importance of retaining the 
full momentum dependence of the effective interac- 
tion, in contrast to restricting it to the Fermi surface, as 
using the Landau parameters, to estimate the change 
of the gap. We also demonstrate the complete failure 
of the weak-coupling approximation in our model. It 
is already known from the solution of the gap equa- 
tion for the lowest order, “direct”, interaction, that this 
formula may yield quantitatively wrong results [8], 
unless special account of the off-diagonal part of the 
interaction is made. 
Our aim is the solution of the gap equation (shown 
graphically in Fig. 1 (a) ) in the ‘SO channel, 
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i.e., the determination of the gap function A ( k) and the 
chemical potential ,U = e ( ko) for ‘a given neutron den- 
sity p or neutron Fermi momentum kF. Here e(k) is 
the neutron single-particle energy, provided by an in- 
dependent Brueckner-Hartree-Fock (BHF) G-matrix 
calculation. The same G-matrix elements will be used 
in the following for the construction of the polariza- 
tion part of the effective interaction used in the gap 
equation. 
For the simple case of a central potential acting in 
spin symmetric and antisymmetric channels, 
v = VT(r) + V,(r)01 U? , (2) 
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the interaction in the ‘SO channel is equal, in lowest 
order (first graph of the series of Fig. 1 (b) ) , to the 
isotropic part of a partial wave expansion 






The solution of the gap equation with this lowest or- 
der,“direct”, interaction has been given in a number 
of publications for various realistic nucleon-nucleon 
interactions [ 7,8,15]. One obtains typically a maxi- 
mum of the gap A,c = A (k~) M 3 MeV at a density 
corresponding to kF x 0.85fm-‘. However, the use 
of the bare potential completely disregards the influ- 
ence of the polarizability of the neutron medium. To 
account for this, we closely follow the approach of 
refs [ 16,171, constructing the pairing interaction r in 
three steps: 
(i) We first construct a local approximation of the 
neutron-neutron G-matrix. The practical importance 
of having a local effective interaction will become 
clear in a moment. Let us consider first the G-matrix 





x GSL.J ( K P, k k’) . (5) 
There is a dependence on the total momentum p, the 
total (starting) energy W, the relative momenta of ini- 
tial and final state k and k’, and the scattering angle 
z = cos B = &$‘. Besides, the matrix elements depend 
on the discrete quantum numbers S (= 0, l), L (even 
(odd) for S = 0( l)), and J. The factor 2 on the rhs 
is due to antisymmetrization, and we have not indi- 
cated the complications due to the tensor interaction. 
The matrix elements GS,L.J (p, W k, k’) are obtained 
by numerically solving the BHF scheme for partial 
waves up to 3 H4. 
Thus, in order to be able to use the simple formula 
Eq. ( 16), we have to devise an averaging procedure 
in order to construct an approximate ffective local 
interaction of the form Eq. (2) from the complicated 
G-matrix elements. This procedure will be based on 
simple phase-space averaging of the kinematical ar- 
guments of the G-matrix. As shown in Fig. 1 (b), we 
average the G-matrix that converts aparticle-hole pair 
with momenta h+ q, h into one with momenta h’ + q, 
h’. The relative and total momenta, and the starting 
energy are in this case: 
k’=k+q=$(h’-h-q), (6a) 
p=h+h’+q, (6b) 
q’ = h’ - h , (6~) 
W = e(h) +e(h’) (@I 
(the last equation being valid since we work in the 
instantaneous approximation (qo = 0) ). We have also 
listed here the momentum transfer in the exchange 
channel, q’, that will be of relevance further below. 
We now define a typical value of a kinematical quan- 
tity a( h, h’, q) by phase-space averaging as 
(7) 
withf(h)=O(kF-/hj)andf=l-f.Theenergy 
denominators in these expressions represent the prob- 
ability of exciting a virtual particle-hole pair. Employ- 
ing an effective mass approximation for the single- 
particle energies, one is able to carry out analytically 
the six-dimensional integrations above. The results are 
(P’)~ = 2(h2)y + 2(hz); + 4q(hz), + q* , 
(k2)q = (k’2)y = ; [2(h2)y - 2(hz); + q*] , 
(kk’), = $ [2(h2)q - 2(hz); - q*] , 





(z& := $$, 
Y 
(8e) 
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(W), := 2eC(h),), 
with 








In these expressions, fI( q) is the Lindhard function at 
zero energy transfer, and N the density of states at the 
Fermi surface for neutron matter. A plot of the var- 
ious averaged quantities as a function of q is shown 
in Fig. 2. We can now use these averaged quantities 
in order to define phase-space averaged G-matrix el- 
ements as well, namely by evaluating the right hand 
side of Eq. (5) with the averaged kinematical quanti- 
ties inserted: 
(G”), := (25 + l)h,((z)y) 
J=o L=J,/fl 
x Gs,L.J( WL,, (PL,, (k)q~ Oh) . (11) 
The averaging procedure accordingly selects for given 
momentum transfer 4 “typical” matrix elements of the 
interaction in the various channels. In particular it is 













Fig. 2. Various phase-space averaged kinematical quantities 
given by Eqs. (8) and (9). 
as 
is perhaps a questionable prescription, although the G- 
matrix might be close to be local [ 171. Note however 
that this averaging prescription is exact for the case 
of a local interaction, i.e., (V), = V(q), due to the 
definition of the averaged scattering angle Eq. (8e), 
which ensures that 2(k2),( I -(z),) = q*. On the other 
hand it automatically includes the exchange graphs 
by the use of antisymmetrized G-matrix elements in 
Es. (11). 
From the averaged G-matrix elements in the S = 
0,l channels we can finally define effective interac- 
tions in the spin-symmetric and antisymmetric chan- 
nels, cf. Rq. (2), by 
G,(q) = t [3(G’=‘), + (GS’o)y] , 
G,,(q) = a [@=‘), - (G’=‘$,] . 
(ii) We construct the effective interaction in the 
particle-hole channel, i.e. the series of Fig. I(c). Very 
much along the same lines as in Ref. [ 141, the latter, 
for 4 = 0, is given by (disregarding for a while the 
spin structure) 
F(k1,k2) =G(k1,k2) 
-F c F(y;K,) 
n=2 K ,,.. K,,_, 
x ~(KI +q’/2) -fcKI -d/2)F(K K2) 
K1 .q//2m* 
I, . . . 
( 13) 
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Fig. 3. The particle-hole interaction in the spin-symmetric and antisymmetric channels (upper diagrams), and the particle-particle amplitude 
in the ’ .‘$I channel (lower diagrams), shown at three different densities corresponding tokF = 0.7,1 .O, 1.3 fm-t (The vertical dotted lines 
ate drawn at 2kF.) In the upper diagrams, the dashed lines represent the lowest-order phase-space averaged G-matrix elements, whereas the 
full lines denote the final solutions of the Babu-Brown equation. In the lower diagrams, the dashed lines show the ‘SO component of the 
bare Vi4 potential, the full lines the contribution of the polarization (RPA) diagrams and the dotted lines the sum of the two contributions. 
where q’ = kl - k2, This equation is already a gener- 
alisation of the Babu-Brown equation, which consid- 
ers particles on the Fermi surface only. We, in fact, 
assume as in Ref. [ 171 that this equation is valid out- 
side the Fermi surface and that we may approximate 
the quantity F (in the series of bubbles) by its value 
at p = ( kl + k2) /2. Furthermore we assume (without 
writing it explicitly) that we may use in these bubbles 
the Landau angle expansion, limiting ourselves to the 
first two terms (see Ref. [ 171 for details). We now 
allow for a departure of q = 0. Writing explicitly the 
q-dependence and the splitting in the symmetric and 
antisymmetric channels, we obtain 
where the summations on the intermediate states have 
been performed by assuming that the dependence upon 
q’ could be replaced by taking an average value of 
q’, Eq. (8d). Actually, this dependence is rather weak 
and (q’), which is a function of q, is lying close to 
kF, as seen in Fig. 2. The solution of Eq. (14) using 
Eq. ( 1Oa) is given in the upper part of Fig. 3. We re- 
mind that the Landau parameters FO and GO for neu- 
tron matter are basically given by F,(O) and F,(O). 
They are shown in Fig. 4 and compared to other calcu- 
lations [ 14,18,19]. One can see that the q-dependence 
of F, and F, is far from being negligible. 
(iii) We construct the effective interaction r in the 
particle-particle channel. The latter is obtained by 
summing the diagrams of Fig. 1 (b) and is shown in 
the lower part of Fig. 3. It writes 
ktk’ 
rl,(k, k’) = & dqq(T,(q) -jr,,(q)) ? 
(15) 
with (i= s,a) 
wd = w4) + 
Fi2ww?> 
1 - fi(q)fl(q) . 
( 16) 
The Lindhard function II(q) was given in Eq. ( lOa). 
This is a particularly simple result, which holds for lo- 
cal interactions. That is why we constructed an equiv- 
alent local interaction. Antisymmetrization is guaran- 
teed by the construction of the Fi’Ss 
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Landau Parameters 
Fig. 4. The Landau parameters 41 and Gn in our model (crosses), in comparison with the results of Refs. [ 14.18.19 1 (full curves). 
The density dependence of the pairing interaction 
is described in the lower part of Fig. 3. The same fig- 
ure also shows that the q-dependence of the pairing 
interaction is only modified (compared to the bare 
interaction) for q 5 2kF, which makes the correc- 
tion rather long-ranged. This is due to the Lindhard 
function, which limits particle-hole excitations to long 
wavelengths. It can be seen that at low densities the 
polarization contribution is strongly repulsive, with a 
transition to attraction at higher densities. Here, how- 
ever, the repulsion of the bare interaction dominates. 
Thus, the competing effects of density fluctuations (at- 
tractive) and spin-density fluctuations (repulsive) in 
neutron matter appear to dominate in different regions 
of density in our model. 
We solve numerically the gap equation, using 
Eqs. ( 15), ( 16) and the Vi4 potential [20,21]. The 
results are given in Fig. 5. Comparing the values of 
the gap with and without the polarization part of the 
interaction, we can verify the effects expected from 
the discussion of the interaction above, namely, a 
strong reduction of the gap at low densities, and a 
slight enhancement at higher densities. 
Often the following simple weak-coupling formula 
7 
aF M 8% exp (17) 
is used to estimate the gap [ 13,141. Roughly speak- 
ing, this formula amounts to assume that the pairing 
interaction acts in a limited range around kF. We show 
in the same figure the gap predicted by this formula, 
magnified by a factor 10. Obviously, the straightfor- 
ward application of this approximate formula is com- 
pletely misleading. This demonstrates the importance 
of the off-diagonal parts of the interaction away from 
the Fermi surface. the use of this approximation may 
be justified if pseudopotentials are introduced to rep- 
resent the short range part of the interaction and espe- 
cially its efffects on the off-diagonal part of the pairing 
interaction away from the Fermi surface. This is done 
in Ref. [ 141, on some phenomenological manner. We 
here preferred to solve the gap equation exactly, tak- 
ing so account of the full interaction on a consistent 
manner. 
We would finally like to compare our results to pre- 
vious attempts of including medium polarization ef- 
fects. In an early publication [ 131 the Landau param- 
eters were used to estimate the effect of the polariza- 
tion graphs, i.e., the momentum dependent effective 
particle-hole interactions F,Y( q) , F,(q) in Eq. ( 16) 
were replaced by Landau parameters for neutron mat- 
ter, Fo and CO. Together with the use of the weak- 
coupling approximation, a strong reduction of the gap 
was predicted. In Ref. [7], neutron matter superflu- 
idity was studied in the framework of second-order 
correlated-basis perturbation theory, corresponding to 
the inclusion of the first terms in the series of polariza- 
tion diagrams, besides other diagrams of second order 
that we do not consider. A strong reduction of the gap 
by about a factor four was predicted in that work. Apart 
from the restriction to second order diagrams, which 
has been shown to underestimate the gap [ 14 I, rather 
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Fig. S. The gap AF in the ‘SO channel of neutron matter as a 
function of the Fermi momentum kF in various approximations. 
Full curve: using the direct interaction with the bare V14 potential. 
Dotted curve: weak-coupling approximation for the same interac- 
tion, magnified by a factor IO. Dashed curve: including the polar- 
ization part of the interaction. The weak-coupling approximation 
in this case is zero. 
strong approximations concerning the behaviour of the 
polarization part away from the Fermi surface were 
made, namely only its value on the Fermi surface was 
evaluated explicitly, and subsequently converted into 
a scaling factor for the lowest order, direct, interac- 
tion. This again amounts to neglecting the momentum 
dependence of the induced interaction and is a ques- 
tionable procedure. Finally, our results can be com- 
pared with those of the polarization potential model of 
Ref. [ 141, which basically comprises the same set of 
diagrams for the induced interaction as in the present 
work. It does not enforce a local approximation, but 
relies on a somehow arbitrary cut-off of the repulsive 
part of the potential. The main result of that work is a 
repulsive effect of the induced interaction in the spin- 
symmetric channel, whereas the spin-antisymmetric 
one was basically unaffected, in agreement with our 
results. They finally used the weak-coupling formula 
(with a momentum domain of width equal to k~/2) 
for calculating the gap. 
A numerical comparison between these works and 
ours, concerning the maximum value of the gap and 
the approximate domain where the gap is significantly 
different from zero, is provided by the table 1. 
We thus conclude that the addition of the set of po- 
larization diagrams to the bare potential considerably 
reduces the gap to values of the order of 1 MeV at 
the most. Within the frame of the particular choice of 
Table 1 
(AF)~~~ (McV) Density ( fm-‘) 
Ref. [ 131 0.64 N 0.014 
Ref. (7) 0.5 0.004-0.0 17 
Ref. [I41 1.2-1.5 0.007-0.066 
This work 0.9 0.034-O. I I4 
graphs adopted here, our results should be considered 
as an upper limit. The averaging procedure used to 
solve Eq. ( 14) is presumably producing a too strongly 
attractive pairing effective interaction. Indeed, our pre- 
dicted value of FO is more negative than the value of 
Ref. [ 141 (at large values of k~ at least), which ba- 
sically used the same interaction. 
Such a small gap may have drastic consequences on 
the pinning mechanism of vortices in the neutron star 
crust. The pinning energy would be much lower than 
the usual estimates [ 221. The strong pinning regime 
would be unprobable and pinning would occur in the 
inner crust only. Whether this would be sufficient to 
explain the observed glitches [ 231 in the neutron star 
rotation is still an open question. 
This work was supported by the EU contract 
ERBCHRX-CT92-0075. 
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